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Abstract
We describe comprehensive analysis tools for human joints, such as knees, hips,
and hands. The tools construct solid models of the bone geometry from computer
tomography images, analyze the contacts between pairs of interacting bones, simulate
the rigid body dynamics of the joint, compute the bone stresses, and visualize the
results with 3D, interactive graphics. The user provides the computer tomography
data, material properties, and driving forces. The tools simulate the joint physics with
minimal user intervention and compute at interactive speed despite the great size of the
data sets. They support non-invasive diagnostics, systematic preoperative planning,
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Figure 1: Modular structure of joint analysis system.
1 Introduction
We are developing comprehensive analysis tools for human joints. The objectives are non-
invasive diagnostics, systematic preoperative planning, custom prosthesis design, quantita-
tive models of strain injuries, and medical education software. The tools produce custom
joint models, dynamical simulations, and stress analyses. The research challenges are to
simulate the physics with minimal user intervention and to compute at interactive speed
despite the great size of the data sets. We address these challenges by hierarchical modeling,
automated contact analysis, and computational geometry.
Human joints are formed by contacting bones, which are approximately rigid, and are
activated by muscles and ligaments, which are soft tissue. We simulate joints based on
the patient bone geometry and material properties. Previous motion studies use simplified
geometry, represented by linkage models, and quasi-static models of dynamics. We construct
solid models of the bone geometry from computed tomography (CT) images, which consist of
closely spaced cross-sections. We model the soft tissue by springs and dampers, and obtain
material properties from the patient data and from the clinical literature.
In this paper, we describe our joint analysis system. We focus on the computational
challenges of comprehensive analysis and on the integrated algorithmic solutions. Detailed
descriptions of the algorithms appear in the cited publications. We demonstrate the system
on knee joints from the Visible Male dataset. We expect the algorithms to work on other
human joints, since the knee is a very complex joint, but have yet to examine them. Our
next challenge is to validate the algorithms against the clinical literature and against our
own measurements of knee motion.
2 System architecture
Figure 1 shows the modular structure of our system. We construct bone models , analyze
the contacts between pairs of interacting bones, simulate the dynamics of the joint, compute
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the bone stresses, and visualize the results with 3D , interactive graphics. The modeling
module constructs boundary and tetrahedral finite element models of bones from CT data.
It computes bone masses, moments of inertia, and other material properties, and encodes
them in the geometric models. The contact analysis module computes the changing sequence
of touching bone features and the ensuing compliant bone motions. It obtains the bone
geometry from the modeling module. The dynamics module simulates the joint motion
under the action of muscle forces, gravity, and contact forces. It obtains bone masses and
moments of inertia from the modeling module, contact forces and impacts from the contact
module, and material properties from the clinical literature. The stress analysis module
computes the bone stresses and deformations. It obtains tetrahedral finite element models
and material properties from the modeling module and loads from the dynamical simulator.
The visualization module displays the raw data and the bone models, animates the dynamics,
displays the stresses, and supports user manipulation and quantitative querying.
3 Modeling
The modeling module constructs tetrahedral finite element models of bones for stress analysis
and smooth boundary models for dynamical simulation and visualization. It also computes
and records bone material properties.
3.1 Tetrahedral finite element models
We construct tetrahedral finite element models of bones directly from CT data. The CT
data consists of parallel slices, each containing dense image points that we segment into
contours. Reconstructing the three-dimensional shape from the contours is difficult because
of large spacings between the slices. The aliasing that results from this undersampling leads
to the well-known problems of tiling, correspondence, and contour branching [23, 6]. Tiling
is the process of triangulating the strip between two adjacent slices. The results must be
topologically correct and can also optimize metric properties such as surface area or enclosed
volume. Contours from adjacent slices must be matched in corresponding pairs. A single
contour in one slice might also need to be matched to multiple contours in the next slice
(branching). Previous reconstruction algorithms partially address these problems.
Our algorithms [6, 7] address the three problems simultaneously by deriving correspon-
dence and tiling rules from general correctness constraints for the reconstructed surface. The
constraints ensure that the tiled regions are physically realizable and have a natural appear-
ance. Regions that cannot be tiled according to the constraints are tiled along the medial
axis (edge Voronoi diagram). The output is a tetrahedral mesh built by fitting triangles
between adjacent slices and sometimes within slices. Figure 2 illustrates tetrahedral meshes
computed by our algorithm from contours hand-traced from CT data. There are cases where
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Figure 2: Tetrahedralized models of the lower end of the femur, patella and upper end of
the tibia, constructed from CT data.
it generates distorted models, but this is rare and has never occurred in our joint modeling.
3.2 Smooth boundary models
Smooth boundary models are used in our simulation (Figure 3). Polyhedral models are
inappropriate because they require far more elements to achieve a given accuracy. Contact
analysis is not feasible because the computation time is proportional to the product of the
large number of polygons in the bone models (the patella, femur, and tibia in the knee). The
derivative discontinuities increase model error and degrade dynamical simulation and stress
analysis.
We have developed a reconstruction algorithm that matches the bone topology and that
closely approximates its shape. It can construct smooth surraces and piecewise smooth
surfaces with sharp corners and edges. The algorithm consists of isocontouring, triangulation,
and patch fitting steps.
The isosurface that represents the interface between the bones and the soft tissue [21]
is extracted from the CT data. Our algorithm couples accelerated isocontouring techniques
with cell triangulation that is consistent with the trilinear interpolant [8, 25, 26, 33]. Figure
3(a) shows the isocontour that we use in this paper; the algorithm is described elsewhere
[8]. The isocontour gives us a dense covering of the bone surface. A connected component
analysis using a breadth-first search is performed to group points that lie on the same surface.
The large components represent individual bones, whereas the small components represent
artifacts.
Each large component is reconstructed separately. We compute the family of alpha-
shapes [15], select an optimal Q value [12], and use its shape as a starting point for recon-





Figure 3: Smooth knee model of the Visible Male femur, tibia, fibula and patella. (a) Iso-
contour of a knee from the Visible Male Dataset. (b) Polyhedral model approximating the
extracted surface from the CT volume. (c) Smooth surface patches model of (a), with curves
highlighting patch boundaries.
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error-bounded reconstruction [11]. Figures 4(b) and 5(b) show the alpha-solids that we
computed for the femur and the tibia. We fit algebraic patches to the data points guided by
the alpha solid.
Implicit algebraic patches (A-patches) [4] of degree three are used for our smooth models.
An A-patch is the zero-set of a polynomial over a tetrahedron. The polynomial is expressed
in Bernstein-Bezier form, so that its 20 coefficients, also called weights, are associated with
a regular lattice of control points within the tetrahedron. Constraints on the sign changes of
the weights along critical directions guarantee smoothness and single.sheeted properties for
the surface patches. A-patches allow an easy formulation of the continuity constraints for
objects of general topological genus. They provide extra degrees of freedom for data fitting
and local shape control [4].
One of our A-patch-fitting algorithms constructs smooth boundaries. The algorithm [3] is
based on the concept of signed distance. An orientable, closed manifold in R 3 M partitions
the space into interior and an exterior regions. We define the signed distance function OM(q)
as the mapping R 3 ---+ R that associates to the point q the distance to the closest point on
D, with a positive sign if q lies in the exterior of D, and a negative sign otherwise. Given
the alpha-solid T (a triangulated surface mesh), we can compute the distance of a query
point q E R 3 from T and its sign, so that an approximate function 6 is defined. The data
structures associated with the triangulation and its dual allow us to compute the value of
6(q) efficiently.
We incrementally construct a second 3D Delaunay triangulation, which we use as the
support mesh of our piecewise polynomial reconstruction. We begin with a single tetrahedron
containing the region of interest. We compute the 20 weights of the associated polynomial
patch based on least-squares approximation of samples of 0 in its interior. We introduce a new
site, update the triangulation, and compute the weights of the new tetrahedra, continuing in
this way until the approximation error becomes smaller than the given c. At each step, the
new site is the circumcenter of the tetrahedron with the largest associated approximation
error. We guarantee that the single-sheetedness constraints are satisfied for each patch. We
obtain a hierarchy of volumetric splines whose zero contour converges to the shape of D.
Figure 4 illustrates the algorithm.
Our second patch-fitting algorithm [12] handles objects with sharp features, such as cor-
ners and creases. Cubic A-patches can be joined to achieve surface C 1 continuity, but the
continuity constraints must be relaxed along selected edges or faces to permit the represen-
tation of sharp corners, rectilinear or curvilinear edges, and flat faces. These features must
be contained in, or coincident with, a collection of edges or faces of the supporting mesh.
As in our previous algorithm, we extract a two-manifold from the Delaunay triangulation
of P. This fine surface triangulation is used to estimate dihedral angles between adjacent
triangles and detect and tag sharp features. A surface simplification (decimation) algorithm
is then applied to reduce the number of triangles, especially in areas of small curvature [5].







Figure 4: Reconstruction algorithm. (a) Points extracted from CT volume via isosurfacing.
(b) a-solid of points in (a). (c) Signed distance function. (d) Supporting tetrahedral mesh
and surface A-patches approximating the surface of the a-solid. (e) Reconstructed surface






Figure 5: Enhanced reconstruction algorithm. (a) Points extracted from CT volume via
isosurfacing. (b) a-solid of points in (a). (c) Reduced mesh. (d) Reconstructed model of the











Figure 6: Knee model: (a) solid knee model, and planar femur/tibia section; (b) planar
tibia/femur modelj (c) planar patella/femur model. Small circles mark bone reference points.
The result is a mesh of tetrahedra surrounding the triangulated two-manifold, that acts as
support for the surface A-patches. We compute weights for all A-patches from estimated
surface normals and from least-squares approximation of data points, starting with faces
containing sharp features. We thus obtain a boundary mesh of curved finite elements that
are CI-continuous, except along selected features, and that approximate the points. We use
an energy minimization algorithm to optimize the distribution of curvature and to improve
data fitting. Figure 5 illustrates this algorithm.
3.3 Material properties
The bone material properties that we need are bone density, Young's modulus, and coeffi-
cients of friction. We use average density values from the clinical literature [19]. We compute
the masses and moments of inertia form the bone models and the density by numerical in-
tegration {lO]. We compute Young's modulus from the CT data [22, 27]. The coefficient of
friction is between 0.001 and 0.01 in Synovial joints [31].
4 Contact analysis
The contact analysis module computes the motion constraints imposed by bone contacts.
We model the contacts between the femur and the tibia, the femur and the patella, and the
femur and the pelvis. We use planar models of the first two pairs because the bones are












Figure 8: Illustration of contact space. Part contacts on the left show typical configurations.
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models by intersecting the smooth solid models with a cutting plane parallel to the sagittal
plane of the knee. The models contain about 50 functional features (interacting vertices and
edges on the part boundaries). We model the upper femurjpelvisjoint, which is not part of
the knee but strongly influences its dynamics, in the standard manner as a spherical joint.
We would derive the contacts from patient CT data for abnormal or damaged joints. The
tibia interacts with the patella via soft tissue connections that we model as forces.
Contact analysis of the knee is difficult. The contacts impose complicated nonlinear
constraints on the positions and orientations of the bones. The constraints must be com-
puted numerically because analytical solution methods are unavailable or impractical. The
constraints induced by the bone contacts interact. Computing the interaction requires the
simultaneous solution of the contact constraints. The constraints change during knee motion
as different portions of the bones come in contact and as the axes of motion shift. In normal
walking, the femur rotates in the sagittal plane and the posterior portion of the femoral
condyle touches the tibial plateau. In rapid walking or running, the femur rotates around an
orthogonal axis at the beginning and end of each step (automatic rotation), which shifts the
contact to a portion of the condyle with a different shape. In hyperextension, the proximal
portion of the condyle comes in contact with the tibia. Many other interactions are possible.
Analogous difficulties arise in the contact analysis of other joints, such as elbows, fingers,
and wrists. ,
We perform contact analysis within our configuration space representation of rigid part
interaction [18, 29, 28]. We construct a configuration space for each pair of interacting parts,
which are bones in our case. The configuration space of parts A and B is a parameter space
whose points (tuples of parameter values) specify the spatial configurations (positions and
orientations) of the parts with respect to a reference frame. If we pick a fixed reference frame,
the configuration space is six-dimensional because each part has two translational and one
rotational coordinates, which we denote by (XA,YA,9A) and (XBIYBI()B). By attaching the
reference frame to part B, we obtain an equivalent three-dimensional configuration space
whose coordinates are the position and orientation of A relative to B
u
v
cos eB(XA - XB) + sin eB(YA - YB)
cOSeB(YA -YB) - sineB(xA - XB)
eA - eB _
(1)
This representation is easier to compute, visualize, and query because of its lower dimension.
The configuration spaces are complete contact models that contain all the requisite data
for dynamical simulation and for other contact analysis tasks, such as prosthesis design. We
partition each configuration space into blocked space where the parts overlap, free space
where they do not touch, and contact space where they touch without overlap. Free and
blocked space are open sets whose common boundary is blocked space. Blocked space rep-
resents the illegal configurations, free space represents the independent part motions, and
contact space represents motion constraints induced by part contacts. Figure 7 shows the
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configuration spaces for the planar knee models in Figure 6. The contact spaces are grey. The
blocked spaces are the interiors of the contact spaces and the free spaces are the exteriors.
Contact space is a dosed surface comprised of algebraic patches that represent contacts
between pairs of part features. The contact point shifts between feature pairs at patch
boundaries. The free and contact spaces delimit the possible part motions under arbitrary
external forces. Each motion generates configuration space paths that consist of fixed-contact
segments separated by contact change configurations (Figure 8).
We have developed an efficient configuration space computation program for planar pairs
called HIPAIR [28, 29]. The part boundary features are points, line segments, and circular
arcs. We convert the cubic algebraic curves of the original planar model to lines and arcs
with an interactive graphical fitting scheme. The choice of a feature set involves a tradeoff
between expressive power and configuration space computation' efficiency. Arcs and lines
model the fundamental contact modes of compliant translation and rotation, yet are simple
enough that we can solve their contact constraints in closed-form. We can model complex
curves more accurately and more compactly with splines, but we must solve their contact
constraints by iterative methods, which are slower and less robust than closed-form solutions.
We found it best to stick with lines and arcs in mechanical assembly design, which is the
original HIPAIR application, because these features cover almost all applications. We plan
to extend the program to low degree splines, such as conics, that are better suited to joint
modeling.
HIPAIR constructs a boundary representation of the contact space: a graph whose nodes
represent patches and whose links represent patch adjacency. Each node contains a subrou-
tine that computes the contact function g(u, v, 'ljJ), its first and second partial derivatives,
the contact normal, and the contact point. Each link contains pointers to the adjacent
patches along with subroutines that compute the boundary curves. The patch functions are
fourth-order algebraic and the boundary curves are closed-form, parametric functions of 'ljJ.
5 Dynamical simulation
The simulation module computes the large-scale motion of the knee joint by integrating
its Newtonian equations. The equations specify the linear and angular accelerations of the
bones as functions of their masses, moments of inertia, coefficients of friction and restitution,
driving forces, and contact forces. The computational problem is to determine the pairs of
touching bone features and to compute the ensuing contact forces at each time step. The
integration is straightforward once the contact forces are known, since it is a small initial-
value problem.
Current simulators [9, 24, 20] perform collision detection on the part models at each time
step. They examine all pairs of part features in the worst case, making the running time per
step quadratic in the geometric complexity of the parts. Although clever methods exist for
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(2)
speeding up the computation, they do not apply to joints because of the complex geometry
and the closeness of the bones. The algorithms approximate curved parts with polyhedra,
which creates spurious discontinuities in the contact functions that distort the dynamics and
increase simulation time.
We have developed a novel simulator that computes the contact forces directly rrom the
configuration spaces of the interacting bones [30]. We compute the configuration spaces
from the bone models before the simulation. The worst-case running time is quadratic in
the geometric complexity or the parts, as is a single collision detection. At each simulation
step, the simulator computes the contact forces in the current state, combines them with the
external forces, and predicts the next state by integrating the Newtonian equations of the
parts. The configuration spaces provide the contact data (which parts touch and where) for
contact force computation. The simulator tests for part collisions between steps, which create
discontinuities in the contact forces and in the part velocities, by querying the configuration
spaces for transitions from free to contact space. It terminates the step at the collision time,
updates the state, and resumes simulation. The contact analysis at each time step takes
linear time in the number of parts and is independent of their geometric complexity.
The dynamical equations or a rigid planar part are
mx - ix +Cx
my - I, + e,
10 T +Co
with x and y the ~oordinates of the part reference point) (J the orientation of the part reference
frame, X, fi and (J their accelerations, m the mass of the part, ix and Jy the components of
the external force acting on the part l Cx and Cy the components of the contact force, I the
moment of inertia, T the external torque, and Co the contact torque. The contact force and
torque on a part is the sum of the pairwise forces and torques over all touching parts. At
each time step, we know the configuration (x, y, 0)1 the velocity (x, y, 8), and the external
force and torque for every part. We use the configuration spaces to determine which contacts
give rise to forces and to compute those forces, so we can integrate the equations to obtain
the configurations and velocities at the next step.
The contact rorce on a part decomposes into a normal rorce n that prevents overlap and
into a tangential frictional force t (Figure 9). We write the normal force as inn with in > 0
its magnitude and n = (nx , n y) a unit normal pointing into the part. We write the tangential
force as Itt with It its magnitude and t = (nYl -nx) a unit tangent. We express the contact
forces in terms of the unknown Jn and it as
fnn x + f!n y
Inn y - JInx
fn(nxr y - nyrx ) + It (nxrx + nyry)
(3)




Figure 9: Planar contact forces.
We use the standard Coulomb model of friction to compute it and In from the known
quantities. If point p on A moves relative to point q on B along t (tangential velocity), the
frictional force acts in the opposite direction with It = Ildfn where J.ld is the coefficient of
dynamic friction. If the tangential velocity is zero, the force acts in the opposite direction to
the total tangential force on A with It the minimum of the force magnitude and Psfn where
J.Ls is the coefficient of static friction. We compute In and it by formulating and solving
variational equation, linear equations that relate the unknown contact forces to the known
contact point, contact normal, and part configurations, velocities, material properties.
Before computing the contact forces, we need to know which contacts induce forces. The
configuration spaces tell us which pairs are in contact. Pairs whose velocity vector (iL, V, ~)
points into free space do not have contact forces because the parts break contact instantly.
Pairs whose velocity is tangential to contact space are candidates for contact forces. A pair
with a contact force satisfies a variational equation aln+ b = 0 with In > 0, while a force
free pair satisfies In = O. We can combine the equations into the equivalent conditions
In(aln+b) ~ 0 with In ~ 0 and solve them by a heuristic method due to Erdmann [16]. The
remaining pairs, whose velocity points into blocked space, are undergoing impacts, which
cause velocity changes that transform them into one of the previous cases. We compute the
contact changes via Wang's extension of Poisson's method [32].
6 Stress Analysis
We analyze the stress and strain that the joint undergoes during the simulated dynamic
motion by solving a sequence of finite element problems. We display the stress and strain
graphically in an intuitive and natural fashion.
The stress analysis is performed by sampling the results of the dynamic simulation over
time. At each time step, we use the tetrahedral meshes from the modeling module, the
contact forces from the simulator, and the external loads from the user to set-up finite
element problems for each bone. The loads are applied to the mesh using our BHAUTIK
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Figure 10: The set-up of stress analysis problems for the femur, patella and tibia in BHAU-
TIK.
program [2], which allows users to specify interactively the forces, loads, material properties,
and boundary conditions (see Figure 5). The loads, fixation points, and mesh are passed to
the ABAQUS finite element solver, which computes stress and strain at every vertex in the
finite element mesh.
The maximal principal stress is visualized by pseudocolor mapping and display on the
surface, as illustrated in Figure 5. The surface may be clipped, as in Figure 5(a), to reveal
interior regions. Stress contours are computed and displayed on the surface. The user can
interactively modify the isovalue to visualize the full stress field.
7 Experimental results
We demonstrate the joint analysis program with a simulation of a knee joint from the Visible
Male fresh CT dataset, made available by the Visible Human Project of the U.S. National
Library of Medicine l .
The smooth boundary model (Figure 3(c}) uses the isocontour at CT value 1224.5, which
consists of 533612 triangles that we segment into 1231 connected components. The principal
components are the femur, patella, tibia, and fibula. The smooth model contains 1993
cubic patches. The tetrahedral finite element model (Figure 2) is constructed from contours
manually traced on the CT slices. Table 1 summarizes the results.
We perform a dynamical simulation (Figure 7) on the planar bone models starting from
the initial configuration shown in Figure 7(a). The configuration space computation (contact
analysis) takes 30 seconds on an SCI Indigo 2 workstation running Allegro Commonlisp. We





Figure 11: Visualization of stress and stress contours on the femur «a) and (b)), patella (c)
and tibia (d) (Blue indicates minimum stress, Red indicates maximum stress).
~ Femur IPatella ITibia IFibula ~
Sample points 9807 2050 9200 8146
Triangles 102150 11350 32516 75870
a-solid time 1.5 0.3 1.4 1.1
Tetrahedra in a-solid 36182 7536 33232 30876
Triangles in boundary model 19610 4096 18396 16288
Cubic patches in boundary model 672 269 516 536
Tetrahedra in FEM 6804 1066 5796 2104
Table 1: Modeling data with time in minutes.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 12: Three snapshots from an animation of the knee joint simulation.
~ Femur IPatella ITibia I
M..,s 137 27 109
Reference point (6,19) (1.7,2.2) (7,1.4)
Moment of inertia 17000 420 1200
Initial position (6,19) (2,1.8) (7,1.5)
Initial orientation 0 0 0
~ property
Table 2: Simulation input. Masses in grams, positions in centimeters, angles in radians, and
moments of inertia in Dyne-Centimeter2. Coordinates are (y, z) projection of global (x, y, z)
coordinates.
a restitution coefficient of a (plastic impact). Masses and moments of inertia are computed
from the tetrahedral finite element bone models [10]. Table 2 summarizes the input data.
We simulate knee flexion without hip motion by fixing the pelvic joint and applying a torque
of 1000 Dyne-Centimeter to the tibia. The loads on the femur are the weight of the tibia and
the contact forces from the tibia, patella, and pelvic joint. The forces are consistent with
the clinical literature [14, 1]. The simulator relative error is 0.1% and the contact forces are
as accurate as the CT data allows. Simulating ten seconds of motion takes one second.
We perform stress analysis on the middle (time equals 5 seconds) configuration of the
dynamical simulation. The loads on the femur are the weight of the tibia and the contact
forces from the tibia, patella, and pelvic joint at the end of the simulation. The loads on the
t"ibia and on the patella are the contact forces from the femur. Table 3 lists the contact forces
on the femur. The tibia/femur contact forces are computed on the slice x = 3.5cm, whereas

















Table 3: Contact forces on femur.
x axis to approximate the true, spatial contacts. The computed maximal principal stress
in the patella takes on values (expressed in NJm2 ) in the range [-7.807,8.620]. In the femur
the range is [-464977.936,138580.505], while in the tibia the range is [-43136.868,33598.801].
The principal stress scalar field is visualized in Figure 5.
8 Conclusions
The next steps in our joint modeling research are validation, three-dimensional dynamics,
and soft tissue modeling.
The validation research will compare are simulations to measurements on cadavers and on
prostheses from the Purdue knee simulator [34]. The knee simulator is an electro-hydraulic
system that uses actuators to recreate dynamically the natural knee loading conditions for
various activities such as level walking or ascending/descending stairs. A spatial linkage
with six degrees of freedom measures the joint configurations of a knee mounted in the
simulator. We plan to replace the spatial linkage with an Optotrak optical tracker, which
can be attached to the parts of any assembly without special instrumentation. It produces
full six-dimensional configurations of many moving parts in real-time at high accuracy and
resolution.
The three-dimensional dynamics research will extend the simulator to parts with six
degrees of freedom. This will allow us to study joints with large spatial motion, such as
shoulders, fingers, and necks. The challenge is to perform robust, efficient contact analysis
on pairs of these parts. We cannot hope to construct full configuration spaces because they
are complex six-dimensional manifolds. We plan to compute partial configuration spaces that
reflect local contact changes, meaning that the contact point shifts between adjacent part
features. Local contact changes are easy to detect because they depend on the structure of
individual contact patches, whereas global changes depend on the relations between patches.
We will simulate joints under the assumption that they have local changes only, which is
almost always true. We will correct the rare exceptions, due to abnormal joint function,
by viewing the results and manually pointing out global contact changes that the program
missed.
The soft tissue research will address muscle, ligament, and tendon shape modeling using
18
MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) and perhaps other image data. We also need to derive
the material properties so as to accurately simulate the dynamics.
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